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Measurement-driven transitions between extensive and subextensive scaling of the entanglement
entropy receive interest as they illuminate the intricate physics of thermalization and control in open
interacting quantum systems. While this transition is well established for stroboscopic measurements in
random quantum circuits, a crucial link to physical settings is its extension to continuous observations,
where for an integrable model it has been shown that the transition changes its nature and becomes
immediate. Here, we demonstrate that the entanglement transition at finite coupling persists if the
continuously measured system is randomly nonintegrable, and show that it is smoothly connected to the
transition in the stroboscopic models. This provides a bridge between a wide range of experimental settings
and the wealth of knowledge accumulated for the latter systems.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.210602
Subjecting a complex quantum system to observations
can have drastic effects on its time evolution. The most
celebrated example is the quantum Zeno effect [1–3],
according to which continuous projective measurements
can freeze the dynamics of a quantum system completely.
Recent work has established [4–8] and developed [9–39] an
illuminating extension of this effect, where the quantum
dynamics change in a phase transition when stroboscopic
measurements occur with sufficient strength or frequency.
This transition is manifested in the entanglement character-
istics of the system, as captured by the entanglement
entropy
S ¼ trðρA ln ρAÞ ð1Þ
with the reduced density matrix of a subsystem A. In the
transition, the entropy changes its scaling with the system
size [5,40–45] from extensive, indicating ergodic many-
body dynamics, to subextensive, signaling localization of
the underlying quantum-coherent correlations.
A key question to make this rapidly growing body of
knowledge on stroboscopic systems applicable to physical
settings is the fate of the entanglement transition for
continuous variable-strength observations. These not only
more accurately reflect the reality of many experimental
architectures [46–55], but also enable us to apply this
knowledge to the generic effects of coupling to an
environment that may not per se have been designed to
carry out a measurement. For an integrable system, it has
been shown that the transition can indeed completely
change its nature when observations become continuous,
in that it then can occur at infinitesimal small measurement
strengths [56].
Here, we show that the transition from the stroboscopic
models is reinstated for continuous observations of a
randomly evolving, nonintegrable, system. We achieve this
by formulating a model that allows us to interpolate
between a stroboscopic random circuit and a continuously
evolving one, and trace the entanglement characteristics
numerically in terms of the entanglement entropy and
mutual information. The established link between these
limits lends further relevance to deep results arrived for the
stroboscopic circuits—such as emerging conformal sym-
metry [6,7,9–11] as well as approximations that permit us
to reach very large system sizes [4,5,7,31–34,57,58]—
giving them direct bearing on a much wider range of
experimental settings.
Model.—We base our modeling on the universal quan-
tum-circuit architecture [5,59–61] shown in Fig. 1, which
FIG. 1. We study the entanglement dynamics in a random
circuit model, combining unitary evolutionsU and measurements
M such that one can interpolate between the continuum limit
(U near the identity matrix and measurements weak) and widely
studied fully random, stroboscopic models. This is achieved by
equipping the unitary matrices with a parameter μ that determines
the physical timescale of the dynamics according to dt ∼ μ2,
and the measurements with a parameter λ so that the effective
measurement strength is given by λ0 ¼ λ=μ.
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describes the dynamics of L spins (dots) evolving under the
action of unitary gates U (rectangles) and nonunitary
measurement operationsM (diamonds) on individual spins.
Two layers of gates and measurements make up one time
step dt and iteration over n steps induces a discrete time
evolution of the quantum state jψni. In the original design
[4–6], the gates are completely random, according to
unitary matrices U drawn from a circular ensemble with
probability distribution given by the corresponding Haar
measure, while the measurements are projective, so that the
time step dt ¼ Oð1Þ in terms of physical timescales
governing the dynamics. This design can be easily adapted
to other situations, including systems with deterministic
dynamics [24–28,36,56] or other types of measurements
[8,11,22,23,28,36].
Here, we carry out two such modifications designed to
change the dynamics and observation strength over the
timescale dt, thereby allowing us to take the continuum
limit in which dt → 0.
(a) The unitary matrices U are generated from an
ensemble parametrized by 0 ≤ μ ≤ 1, which interpolates
between matrices close to the identity matrix (μ ≪ 1) and
the exact Haar measure (μ ¼ 1). This is realized using the
Poisson kernel [62],









where V is a random unitary matrix distributed according
to the Haar measure. The latter is recovered for μ ¼ 1,
where U ¼ V. For μ ≪ 1, the matrices localize close to the
identity matrix,
U≈1−idtHeff ; dt≡μ2; Heff¼ i
2
ðV−1ÞðVþ1Þ−1; ð3Þ
which identifies the Cayley transform of V as the effective
HamiltonianHeff , and sets the physical timescale according
to the resulting stable Cauchy process [63]. However, this
Wiener process does not permit the exact extrapolation to
the stroboscopic case. Between these limits, the matrices
preserve unitarity and maintain randomness according to a
probabilistic maximal-entropy principle [64,67].
(b) The projective measurements are replaced by weak
measurements, implemented by coupling the z component
of a given spin to an external pointer with a continuous
readout x, prepared initially in a Gaussian state.
Measurements are of strength λ, ranging from the case
of no measurements (λ ¼ 0) to the standard case of
projective measurements ðλ → ∞Þ. These take the form
of positive-operator-value measurements [68,69] with
Kraus operators
MðxÞ ¼ Gðx − λÞΠþi þGðxþ λÞΠ−i ; ð4Þ
where GðxÞ ¼ expð−x2=2Þ=π1=4 is a Gaussian of unit
width centered around zero, and Πi ¼ ð1 σzÞi=2 are
projection operators onto spin-up or spin-down on site i.
For a given readout x, the system state is updated via
jψi → 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PðxÞp MðxÞjψi; ð5Þ
where PðxÞ ¼ hψ jMðxÞ†MðxÞjψi is the probability distri-
bution of the measurement output. For small λ, the






ðλ2hσzi i þ δWiÞσzi

jψi; ð6Þ
where the random variablesWi are independently Gaussian
distributed with zero mean and variance λ2, and N is a
normalization constant.
Writing the intrinsic scale of this process as
λ2 ¼ λ20dt ¼ λ20μ2, the effective strength of the measure-
ment in our model is therefore given by
λ0 ¼ λ=μ; ð7Þ
which has to be kept fixed as we send dt ¼ μ2 → 0. The
physical timescale for the dynamics is then given by
t ¼ ndt ¼ nμ2, where n is the number of steps through
the circuit depicted in Fig. 1. Our main result will be to
establish that an entanglement transition occurs at a finite
value of λ0, for all scenarios from the continuum limit to the
fully random stroboscopic case.
Entanglement dynamics in the continuum limit.—Figure 2
illustrates the effect of the described modifications on the
entanglement dynamics in terms of the entanglement entropy
for a subsystem of size L=2, averaged over 1000 realizations
of the dynamics initialized to a Néel state. Time is measured
as t ¼ nμ2; in each panel, λ0 ¼ λ=μ is kept fixed, while each
curve corresponds to a different value of μ.
In all cases, the entanglement entropy initially increases
with time, but then saturates in a quasistationary regime, at
a measurement-strength dependent value S∞ that we will
analyze further in the pursuit of the entanglement transition.
For the moment, the key point in the figure is the collapse
of curves at μ≲ 0.1, which therefore delineates the con-
tinuum regime. That this collapse occurs both for the rate of
entanglement spreading as well as for the saturation value
confirms the described scaling of time and measurement
strength in this regime. Outside of the continuum regime,
the entanglement dynamics display a notable dependence
on μ, both in the rate of initial entanglement spreading as
well as for the saturation value, aspects to which we return
later when we discuss the connection to the stroboscopic
case. First, we establish that an entanglement transition
occurs in the continuum regime, for which we set μ ¼ 0.05
(equivalently, dt ¼ 0.0025).
This is demonstrated in Fig. 3, which shows the average
and variance of the saturation value S∞ of the entanglement
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entropy for different system sizes L as a function of the
measurement strength λ0. As seen in panel (a), the
entanglement entropy is large and increases with system
size when the measurement strength is small, but drops to a
small, system-size-independent value when the measure-
ment strength is large. As further illustrated in the inset, this
qualitative change of the scaling occurs in the range
0.2 < λ0 < 0.4. Panel (b) shows that the sample-to-sample
fluctuations varS∞ indeed become large in this range.
While the position λmax0 where the fluctuations are maximal
drifts to smaller values as L is increased, its extrapolation to
infinite system size (inset) yields a finite critical value
λcrit0 ≈ 0.243ð4Þ. Using this critical value for finite-size
scaling yields the critical exponent of the correlation length
ν ¼ 0.70ð1Þ [65]. Panel (c) provides further evidence for
the transition in terms of the tripartite mutual information
I3ðA∶B∶CÞ ¼ SðAÞ þ SðBÞ þ SðCÞ þ SðA ∪ B ∪ CÞ

































FIG. 2. Entanglement dynamics in the random-circuit model of
Fig. 1, as captured by the time evolution of the averaged bipartite
entanglement entropy S̄. Time is measured in units t ¼ nμ2, the
system size is L ¼ 16, and results are averaged over 1000
realizations. The different panels fix the effective measurement
strength to (a) λ0 ¼ 0, (b) λ0 ¼ 0.3, and (c) λ0 ¼ 1.0, with the
different curves corresponding to different choices of μ. Through-
out the whole dynamics, the curves collapse for μ ≲ 0.1, which
indicates entering the continuum regime. Increasing the meas-
urement strength suppresses the quasistationary value S∞, which






























































FIG. 3. (a) Average saturation entropy S∞ and (b) correspond-
ing fluctuations var S∞, as a function of measurement strength λ0
for different system sizes L. The inset in (a) shows S∞ for fixed λ0
as L is increased, while the inset (b) shows the extrapolation of
the position λmax0 of maximal variance to an infinite system size.
(c) Tripartite mutual information I3ðA∶B∶CÞ as a function of
measurement strength λ0 for different system sizes L, where the
subsystems are all of size L=4, as indicated in the bottom right
inset. The left inset focuses on the region where the curves cross,
while the top right inset shows the extrapolation of the crossing
positions to an infinite system size, where L̄ is the average of the
system sizes for which the crossing occurs.
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defined for three such subsystems A, B, and C. Here, the
transition is indicated by the crossing point, which has
been found to show reduced finite-size effects in the
original stroboscopic model [17]. As shown in the insets,
these features also hold in the present model, with the
position of the crossings approaching a critical value of
λcrit0 ¼ 0.253ð2Þ that agrees well with the transition point
obtained using the variance analysis [65].
Connection to the stroboscopic case.—Having estab-
lished the entanglement transition in the continuum regime,
we now come to the second main point of this Letter,
namely, its connection to the transition in the original
stroboscopic model. This is afforded in our model by being
able to tune the timescale dt ¼ μ2 from 0 to 1. Returning
to Fig. 2, outside the continuum regime the measurements
still have the effect to suppress the saturation entropy, but
down to even smaller, μ-dependent, values. For a detailed
analysis, Fig. 4(a) shows how the saturation entanglement
entropy changes with μ for fixed λ0, where differently
articulated curves correspond to different system sizes L.
Depending on the measurement strength, we find two
scenarios. For λ0 ≲ 0.4, the saturation entropy remains
essentially μ independent, and shows a systematic
system-size dependence with an extensive scaling, corre-
sponding to ergodic behavior. For larger measurement
strengths, on the other hand, the entropy displays the
above-mentioned downturn as one approaches the strobo-
scopic limit—but also becomes independent of the system
size across the whole parameter range. As shown in the
subpanels in (b), in the intermediate range between the
continuum regime and the stroboscopic case, the average
and fluctuations of the entanglement entropy display the
same qualitative behavior as in Fig. 3, with an only weak μ
dependence of the critical value λcrit0 . These results dem-
onstrate a substantial degree of universality of the entan-
glement transition in the whole range from the continuum
regime to the fully random stroboscopic case.
Conclusions.—In summary, we showed that measure-
ment-driven entanglement transitions can occur in con-
tinuously evolving and monitored systems. We established
this in a flexible extension of random-circuit models,
by which we could directly relate the transition to the
widely studied stroboscopic case. This uncovered a sig-
nificant degree of university in the entanglement dynam-
ics. As we show in Ref. [65], this universality further
extends to the variation of the measurement frequency p
(the parameter that was varied in the original studies
of the stroboscopic model), where results remain invariant
upon a simple rescaling λ0 ¼ ffiffiffipp λ=μ of the effective
measurement strength. In this way, results derived
for stroboscopic models gain a much larger range of
applicability.
The model described in this Letter has been designed
to not only interpolate between different scenarios, but also
to combine the most generic effects of random dynamics
and continuous measurements, and thereby, to further
inform the design of suitable experiments. In particular,
the unitary dynamics describe the local generation of
entanglement by randomly fluctuating interactions, while
the employed measurement model describes quantum
detection schemes currently employed in solid state nano-
circuits [49,51,70–72] and quantum optical devices
[73,74]. In such settings, the described universality of
the entanglement dynamics enhances our understanding
of environmental effects, and serves to provide detailed
control of the quantum dynamics in simple yet profound
ways.
All relevant data present in this publication can be
accessed at [75].
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FIG. 4. (a) Averaged saturation value S∞ of the entanglement
entropy for different values of μ in the whole range from the
continuum limit (μ → 0Þ to the fully random stroboscopic case
(μ ¼ 1). In each curve, the measurement strength λ0 ¼ λ=μ and
the system size are kept fixed. Across the whole range of μ, the
entanglement entropy changes its scaling from extensive to
subextensive around λ0 ≈ 0.3. As shown in the subpanels in
(b), the qualitative entanglement characteristics in the continuum
regime [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] indeed also occur for intermediate
values (μ ¼ 0.5 and μ ¼ 0.7), with μ ¼ 1 reproducing the
conventional stroboscopic case.
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